Your LLC Online

We're Sporting a Brand New Look for Fall

We've redesigned our homepage to make it easier to find information about our hours, services, and events. Click on the image below to explore the new site.

The Secret to Our Style? Seamless Canvas Integration

There are lots of quick and easy ways to connect to LLC services through Canvas. Check out a few of our favorites below, or see your full range of options [here](#).

Featured Titles

Did you know?

Much like Netflix, the LLC's video database Films on Demand occasionally rotates its title list. This month 1845 new titles were added.

Click [here](#) to see a complete list of new titles.

New in the Archive This Month

The Curtain Rises on Canvas Commons

We've begun the process of adding the archive's extensive video collection of FSCJ chorale, dance, and theater performances into Canvas.
Commons, starting with our collection of danceWORKS concerts. You can find these videos in Canvas by going to the Commons and searching for FSCJ Archive. Want to import them into your course shell? Learn how here. Looking for more great FSCJ video? Check out our YouTube page. Don't forget to explore the rest of the Digital Archive!